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I

Introduction

n this sacred season, we remember
Jesus as both human and divine.
We call him God-with-us. He is
Emmanuel, the Holy One, who
lovingly embraces our human
condition. Emmanuel, who holds in tender
remembrance the intimate, lived experience
of what it is to inhabit our fragile human flesh
that longs for the Holy.
In these Advent days and beyond, may
we embody Jesus’ way of being present
to our beautiful yet wounded world. May
these Advent prayers invite us to more fully
put on the mind of Christ, to acquire the
consciousness, the perspective, the worldview
of Emmanuel in our time and place.
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First Sunday of Advent

May the Lord make you increase and abound
in love for one another and for all…
1 Thessalonians 3:12
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Holy One, I hear in this the call of an earlier
messenger, John the Baptist, telling me that
you must increase and I must decrease. I hear
his words echoing again today in the challenge
of another messenger, St. Paul. How am I
to grow in the direction you desire for me?
Love, only love, is your answer. Love without
exception, love beyond all boundaries, love
without counting or calculation. Grow in
me, I pray, the spaciousness of heart that will
stretch my worldview and illuminate your face
in the face of neighbors both near and distant.
AMEN.
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Monday, First Week of Advent

They shall beat their swords into plowshares
and their spears into pruning hooks.
Isaiah 2:4
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Holy One, I want to believe this shall come
to pass. I want to hope this is not some
impossible dream: Tilling the soil instead of
wielding the sword. Cultivating the seed in
place of trampling tender shoots. Retiring
the spear instead of hanging up my harp. No
more wars of weapons or of words. Only a
conversion of attitude, a softening of my heart.
May it come to be as I work with you toward
the harvest of justice and peacemaking you
desire. AMEN.
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Tuesday, First Week of Advent

On that day, a shoot shall sprout
from the stump of Jesse,
and from his roots a bud shall blossom.
Isaiah 11:1
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Come, O Holy One! To the dry and withered
landscape, to the thirsting root, to the parched
desert, come! To the lonely and severed
branch, to the shriveled stump that longs
for green, to the broken heart that cannot
imagine wholeness, come! When I doubt
my belovedness, when my future stands
uncertain, when my life feels unfinished
and incomplete, come! Even as we wait to
celebrate your birth, come, O Holy One,
green and bud in me this day. AMEN.
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Wednesday, first week of advent

My heart is moved with pity for the crowd,
for they have been with me now for three days
and have nothing to eat.
Matthew 15:32
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Holy One, you are mobbed by the crowd
spread at your feet: mute, deformed, blind,
lame and hungry. Are they perhaps also
carrying, in secret or in shame, wounds
invisible and unnamed? I notice how your
tender heart tends to each one. Bring me to
the mountain perch with you so that I may
recognize this same sea of suffering humanity,
so that I may sit by your side and learn from
your compassion. Lead me toward a holy
outreach to our beautiful yet wounded world,
a world filled with those who hunger for both
bread and to belong in your company. AMEN.
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Thursday, First Week of Advent

Open to me the gates of justice;
I will enter them and give thanks to the Lord.
Psalm 118:19
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Holy One, I long to be in the place of justice,
that place of right relationship with you, with
myself, with all of creation. Open those gates;
help me to enter and find my home with you,
I pray. Open those gates so that I can put on
your mind, the mind of the Holy One. Open
those gates so that I can better know your
consciousness and live in this world in ways
that will make a difference for all the family of
creation. AMEN.
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Friday, First Week of Advent

On that day the deaf shall
hear the words of a book;
And out of gloom and darkness,
the eyes of the blind shall see.
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impaired, missing your light in the gloom
and darkness of worry, anxiety and fear. They
obstruct my view and close my ears. May
“that day” be this day, the day when I live
in consciousness of your coming at every
moment. amen.
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Saturday, First Week of Advent

But she was greatly troubled at what was said and
pondered what sort of greeting this might be. Then
the angel said to her, “Do not be afraid, Mary…”
Luke 1:29-30
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Holy One, news of all kinds comes into
my life on a daily basis. Sometimes
confusing, sometimes troubling, sometimes
heartbreaking, sometimes explosive. When
I receive a word that completely upends my
plans for the day, let me sit with the witness
of Mary. As she receives the incredible news
of her call to mother you, the Holy One, she
hears the words your messengers say to each
of us at the tipping points in our lives: “Do
not be afraid…” May I, like Mary, listen and
ponder and trust. AMEN.
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W

ith the Advent wreath lighting
our way, we prepare for the
coming of our Savior at
Christmastime. Preparing ourselves through
prayer amidst the busyness of the season is
much easier when we focus on small things each
day. In According to Your Word: Daily Catholic
Prayers for Advent, Sr. Chris Koellhoffer invites
us to more fully put on the mind of Christ and
to acquire the consciousness, the perspective
and the worldview of Emmanuel in our time
and place. Following the light, not just each
week, but each and every day of Advent, will
help the faithful to see their newborn Savior
and welcome him into the world.
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This book, along with many other Creative
Communications for the Parish products, is available
on
and
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